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The combination of a beautiful landscape, an interesting
Heritage collection, and day-to-day farming challenges
creates a depth of newsworthy stories. Obviously, and
particularly in the Heritage sector, there are people who are
interested in one thing and one thing only, for example Steam
Railways.

One of these is the reign of Chief Sekonyela, who of course was
famous for having acquired a large number of cattle from the
Zulu Chief Dingane back in the 1830s. Dingane persuaded Piet
Retief and his Commandos to get them back, with tragic results
for the Boer trekkers who found themselves in Natal at that time.
The rest, as they say, is history.

Where we are different, is that we like to see all these different
activities working in harmony with each other, and hopefully
our Newsletters reflect that.

We were pleased to be able to host the Royal Batlokwa Heritage
Committee to the farm for a special gathering, details of which
https://bit.ly/2uQkdOU
appear on page 3.

We must also remember that we live in a very ancient
landscape which traces its history back over 3 million years.
Even in recent times (in the past 300 years), there have been
momentous happenings right on our farms.

Sandstone will continue to be a welcoming destination for
people of all walks of life, representing many different
denominations and areas of interest.
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U P D AT E :
THE BLUE TRAIN TO
S TA R S O F S A N D S T O N E
The media has become aware of the fact that
The Blue Train is coming to Stars 2019 at
Sandstone in the Eastern Free State. We still
have a limited number of berths available
due to the addition of extra coaches.
Read more here: https://bit.ly/2UwFSXB

S TA R S O F S A N D S T O N E 2 0 1 9 B O O K I N G P R O C E D U R E S
The procedure for booking via our international agent, Geoff's
Trains, is slightly different from booking directly with Sandstone as a
Southern African Resident. However, any guests who wish to be
active participants, particularly rail crews who already know their
way around the country, are welcome to contact us direct. Please
contact Dave Richardson by e mail daver@sandstone.co.za
International Bookings:
If you wish to indulge in a full package tour with all flights and land
arrangements included, please book via the Geoff's Trains website,
http://www.geoffs-trains.com or the Stars of Sandstone website
under International Enquiries, https://bit.ly/2LDEJbH which are
then routed to Geoff's Trains for processing.
No International bookings or enquiries will be processed by
Sandstone.
On receipt of a booking form, Geoff's Trains will issue an invoice;
once accepted, a deposit of US$100 is requested. Should any optional
extras be required a further invoice will be issued. Final payment is
requested no later than two months prior to the event.

Bookings for Southern African Residents:
Only via the Stars of Sandstone website : http://bit.ly/2rj6ocu
We accept that these bookings will work to slighter shorter lead times
than the International ones. Once an enquiry is received, you will
receive details of pricing and, if you have identified dates and the
number of people, we will issue a formal quote. You will be asked to
confirm this quote at your earliest convenience. Reminder e-mails
will be sent where no response has been received. Once confirmed,
an invoice will be issued with a 50% deposit required by the end of
October 2018. Final payment is required no later than two months
prior to the event.
Southern African Residents will be required to confirm their identity
number or passport number by way of a copy of such document on
final confirmation prior to invoicing.
International visitors accompanying Southern African Residents will
be required to pay the appropriate International rate.
Our pricing is structured to enable affordability for both local and
international visitors as per common practice in the tourism industry
in South Africa.
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B A T L O K WA P I L G R I M A G E

Bird’s Eye view of the iconic Soutkop Mountain,
also known as Sekonyela

In the mid-1800s, parts of modern day
Lesotho were annexed by white settlers.
These areas north of the Caledon River,
include one of Sandstone's farms, Sekonyela,
named after the then Chief of the Ba Tlokwa
people.
To this day, there is still some dispute over the
area, as it is of deep religious significance to
the Ba Tlokwa people and has been an area
where they have made many pilgrimages over
the years.
Access has often been denied to the Ba
Tlokwa but Sandstone has always held an
open door to the Ba Tlokwa people, and in
October this year, 2500 people visited the
Sekonyela area and Soutkop Mountain for
their pilgrimage.
The Royal Batlokwa Heritage Committee sent
us an official letter of thanks. There were no
photographs allowed of the ceremony, but this
iconic image will remind all our Sandstone
visitors of Soutkop Mountain, often just
referred to as Sekonyela.
Note: If one is interested in finding out more
about the history of Sekonyela mountain, there
is a substantial amount of information
available on the Internet.
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P R E S E RV I N G R A R E B R E E D S
Sandstone is a holistic Preservation centre.
We enjoy our Military vehicles, we can never
get enough of Steam, and we love to farm the
old way using draft animals and old
machinery.
However, we are also concerned about the
future of certain livestock breeds. Since
embarking on this venture, we have created a
second herd of Bont Afrikaners which is the
breed that basically pre-dated the current red
Afrikaners.
If you watch the feature video
https://bit.ly/2L5SRLH you will notice that
there is something very honest and sublime
about these cattle. Admittedly, when the
young ones are being trained they have no idea
what we are trying to do, but once they get
bigger and older, they demonstrate a level of
patience which humans probably could not
emulate.
Each of our Afrikaners has a name and
personality, and because we let them live to a
ripe old age they become very familiar to us as
individuals. What is equally noteworthy, is
the fact that the men who look after them not
only do so with care and affection, but they
bond with them in a very positive way.
We asked a few people what they thought of
this video, and almost without exception they
said the enjoyed the way the Africans
interacted with the oxen — it clearly shows
the bond between man and beast.
Although these animals will work their entire
lives — albeit less hard than if they were
pulling a transport wagon to Barberton in the
1890s — like their herdsmen, they are an
example to us all.

M O D E R N FA R M I N G
By the time this Newsletter is received by the
many people who enjoy it, the combine
harvesters should be harvesting our wheat
crop.
We had good winter rains to start with and
sufficient follow-up rain to produce a good
result.
There is nothing more compelling than the
soft Eastern Free State light over a field of
golden wheat. It makes all the hard work
worthwhile.

A thunderstorm developing in the early evening over the wheat lands

It does appear as if the rainy season has now
finally begun in earnest and our harvesting
operations may be interrupted. This is always
a bitter sweet scenario, because with extensive
summer crops in the ground, namely soya
beans, oats, sunflowers and sugar beans, we
need the moisture — but the wheat needs to be
dry for harvest. Timing! That is what farming
is all about.
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LIVESTOCK
Afrikaner Cattle Breeder Society visit to
Sandstone Estates
The Afrikaner Cattle Breeders Society
presented an Afrikaner selection course at
Sandstone Estates on 13 and 14 November
2018. The main purpose of the course was to
teach Afrikaner breeders to select the correct
Afrikaners to ensure that they develop their
herds.

We are having a better year than expected with our Bont Afrikaner
herd. Three years from now, we might well have 12 Bont Afrikaners
in-spanned in their own separate span.
That will be very reminiscent of the 1800s.

The Afrikaner cattle breed is a proudly
indigenous breed to Southern Africa. It is now
a well-researched fact that Afrikaner beef is of
the best quality beef when compared to beef
from other breeds. The unique qualities of
Afrikaner beef and the awakening of the food
revolution at the start of the 21st Century, led
to an increased demand amongst beef
connoisseurs. To meet this increased demand
in a feasible and sustainable manner, Original
Afri Beef was registered as a quality product
at the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries (DAFF).
For some years, the Afrikaner breed were not
known as a breed that produced quality meat
for the market. This view changed after the
breeders started to select better Afrikaners to
enhance their stock. The selection of the cattle
was both visual and using genetic merit
(breeding values), culling animals with
faults and selecting only the best produced,
more quality meat for the market. The
average Afrikaner weaner weight that is
approved by the Society is 215 kg, and it
compares very well to all the other mediumframe cattle breeds.
Original Afri Beef not only provides benefits
for the consumer, but also for the farmer, who
now has the opportunity to join a structured
programme that provides a framework to add
value, resulting in a premium product, and
therefore increased profits.

All Students and Instructors

The course was attended by 15 Students from
all over the country. Two personnel from
Potchefstroom Agricultural College also
attended the course. Six of the Executive
Committee members also attended to help
with the practical part of the presentations and
evaluations.
The course was opened by Dr Pieter de Kock,
Chairperson of the Society, who also
presented all the theoretical work to the
students. The Sandstone stone kraals were
used to do the practical part of the course. Two
groups of heifers, two groups of cows and one
group of bulls were used for the practical.
During the second day they also used a group
of oxen to demonstrate what one must look for
to ensure that the oxen are also of good
quality.
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T H E S A N D S T O N E R A I LWAY: 2 f t N A R R O W G A U G E S T E A M R A I LWAY
STEPPING BACK IN TIME
We are always fortunate to receive pictures of
locomotives in the Sandstone Collection from
their service days.
John Batwell sent us this picture of NGG16
No 113 entering Umzinto on the right of the
picture in the early 70s. No 113 spent many
years of service on this line between Umzinto
and Donnybrook.

Sandstone's NGG16 No 113 on the right, crosses an unidentified sister at
Umzinto in the early 1970s. Picture by Mike Mallet

The locomotive is currently being reassembled at Sandstone after a complete
retube. For that to be done, the boiler was
transported to our Bloemfontein Works where
Lukas Nel supervised the work that needed to
be done.

ON THE ROOF
Leith Paxton has filled in some gaps of the
history of the Sandstone NG10 No 61 and how
it temporarily was displayed on the roof of a
building in Port Elizabeth.
“In 1961 when the NG10 No 61 and NGG11
No 51 were newly removed from service, I
was friendly with Dr Mcloughlin Head of the
PE Museum as well as Dante Parkin, Head of
the SAR Museum.
It so happened that Dante came to Port
Elizabeth to a conference at the new
Humewood Museum. I went to meet him and
he slipped away from the conference and we
walked to the Humewood Road Loco Shed.
I knew that Dr Mcloughlin was putting a
Transport Hall together, which still featured
AID, the 4ft-8½ engine from Port Alfred, the
first Ford built in Port Elizabeth, a 4-wheel
tram as well as other items.
Knowing that the PE Museum was keen to get
hold of a steam loco, at Humewood Rd I was
able to convince Dante that the NGG11 should
be donated to the Museum and that the SAR
should keep the NG10 for themselves. This
was all confirmed on paper shortly after.

From Leith Paxton: photos of No 61 at the Port Elizabeth Museum

Alan Tunbridge, a good friend of Sandstone’s, was able to assist
in pinpointing the date that the NG10 was at the Museum. We
deduced that the old Elizabeth Hotel that appears in the
background of Leith’s photos was demolished in about 1972.
Therefore, we believe the photos were taken around 1970.
Our thanks to Leith for this interesting story that fills a gap in No
61's history in preservation, as well as that of NGG11 No 51; and
to Alan for his detective work.

Because the Museum dragged their heels in
accepting the NGG11, it deteriorated to such a
degree that it had to be scrapped. In return, the
SAR gave the Museum the NG10, and went to
a lot of trouble to position it in top of the
building where it would be housed. They were
going to enclose it later with bricks and
concrete. After several more years the
Museum Board did away with its history
section and the SAR was asked to take it back.
The AID was very quietly sold to Chicks
Scrap Metal. This is another story of what
might-have-been for a later date.”
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A G R I C U LT U R A L M A C H I N E RY & T R A C T O R S
NEW ADDITION
A recent acquisition to the Sandstone
Collection is a Marshall & Sons Portable
Agricultural Engine built in 1925.
It is in tip-top condition and will not require
much restoration before it is back in use. It
came from the Belfast area in Mpumalanga.

HANOMAG SCHLEPPER
A rare and interesting tractor that is being
prepared for Stars 2019 is the Sandstone
Hanomag R40.
This Hanomag is particularly interesting
because it was designed as an ordinary road
vehicle for weekend use. One could plough
during the week and go to church on Sunday
with it.
There is still much to be information to be
uncovered regarding this tractor. What is
known, is that the earliest models date from
the early 1940s, which implies their primary
purpose would have been military — hence
the weather protection and mudguards etc.
Pamphlets exist showing an agricultural
version marketed in Australia during the
1950s without any extra tinwork, proclaimed
as an export model. It seems that a version
was produced in Argentina during the 1960s
and ‘70s as well, with modernised styling, and
also minus weather protection and
mudguards.
The spec sheets vary — some showing a top
speed of only 18km/h, others over 30km/h —
fast, by the standards of the day.
So whether our R40 is a tractor designed for
industrial/military applications, or a luxurious
farm tractor remains to be proven. Once
running, we will have a better idea.
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T R A C T O R P R E S E RVAT I O N
FORD 4100
TRACTOR REBUILD
Chris Wilson, who is a master tractor restorer,
has done himself proud with this Ford 4100.
It has been in the Sandstone family since new
and was originally purchased to work in and
around a trout farm in Lydenburg in 1975. It
remained in good condition until it was
misused by an errant employee, who ran it
without oil and therefore it had to be totally
rebuilt.

The refurbished block with new pistons fitted.

In its collection, Sandstone has many classic
tractors over and above the vintage
agricultural machines. One such is the Ford
4100, a model in production from 1978 –
1981. It is a “True Blue” Ford, tracing its
origins back to the famous 1000 series
introduced in 1965 to replace the venerable
British Fordsons and American petrol engine
Fords.
This tractor had suffered a dropped valve
which caused damage to the block and
cylinder head. So extensive was the damage,
that the con rod was bent almost into a U shape
and the remains of the piston were found lying
in the sump. A large indentation had been
gouged into the wall of the middle cylinder.
At Chris Wilson’s Lions River workshop, the
cylinder head was repaired with all new
valves fitted, and block sleeved. After a crank
shaft re-grind, new pistons, rings, a con rod,
bearings, oil pump (the original having been
smashed in the failure), things were looking
up. But a close examination of the valve train
revealed not only a bent push rod and
damaged rocker, but damage to the cam-shaft
and followers as well.

The fully restored Ford 4100

In the meantime, since an engine repair had
now proved feasible, the balance of the tractor
had been sent down to Chris Wilson. Clutch
and flywheel were re-furbished and fitted and
the engine was finally re-united with the
tractor.
The overhauled injector pump and injectors
were fitted and the engine actually started,
running smoothly with good oil pressure.
After some testing, most of the original
components were found to be functional, and
when correctly connected, the warning lights,
gauges, instrument back lights, starting,
charging, (the starter and alternator have been
serviced) and lighting circuits all worked.
The mechanical rev counter works but sadly
not the hour meter, so an electric counter will
be fitted discreetly so as to keep the originality
of the cluster.

The farm uses a wide variety of these very reliable Ford tractor products.
Although many of them are nearly 60 years old they can still do a full day's work
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AV I AT I O N M AT T E R S
A recently-added attraction to the visiting
aircraft at Stars of Sandstone 2019 is a
Boeing-Stearman 75. This aircraft is not part
of Classic Flying Collection, but is privately
owned and will accompany their planes to
Sandstone.
Lloyd Stearman established the Stearman
Aircraft Corporation in 1927. Initially, the
company was founded as Stearman Aircraft
Corporation in October 1926 at Venice,
California, where four C1 and C2 biplanes
were built before production halted for
financial reasons. On 27 September 1927 a
new Stearman Aircraft Corporation was
founded. Two years later, he sold it to the
United Aircraft and Transport Corporation.

The Boeing-Stearman 75

Photo by Rod Smith
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In September 1934, anti-trust legislation
forced United to separate its airline and
aircraft manufacturing operations. At this
time, Boeing, which had been part of United
Aircraft and Transport Corporation, became a
separate business once again, and Stearman
was made a subsidiary of it. Stearman
officially ceased to operate as a brand then, but
about the same time the Stearman plant
created it's most successful and enduring
product, the Model 75 "Kaydet". The Kaydet
would become the primary trainer aircraft for
the United States military during World War
II.
The Stearman (Boeing) Model 75 is a biplane
formerly used as a military trainer aircraft, of
which at least 10626 were built in the United
States during the 1930s and 1940s. Widely
known as the Stearman, Boeing Stearman or
Kaydet, it served as a primary trainer for the
United States Army Air Forces, the United
States Navy (as the NS & N2S), and with the
Royal Canadian Air Force as the Kaydet
throughout World War II. After the conflict
was over, thousands of surplus aircraft were
sold on the civilian market. In the immediate
post-war years, they became popular as crop
dusters, sports planes, and for aerobatic and
wing walking use in air shows.
Our visitor is unique in that it is fitted with a
450hp engine instead of the original 280hp
version.
Sandstone’s grassed runway will be
welcoming many aircraft at Stars 2019.
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M I L I TA RY V E H I C L E P R E S E RVAT I O N
THE JEEP
Probably one of the most iconic vehicles of the
20th Century, and certainly a WW2 icon, the
Jeep has an interesting history.
While most people imagine that it was a
Willys creation, it actually came from a US
Army specification for a ¼ ton Army Truck
4x4 which was given to 135 automotive
manufacturers on the 11 July 1940, but only
Bantam, Willys and Ford actually entered the
competition. The manufacturers were given
49 days to submit a prototype and 75 days for
70 test vehicles!

Sandstone's Hotchkiss-built Jeep. Picture by Aidan McCarthy.

Willys were the lowest bidder but were
penalised for requesting more time, and
Bantam got the contract. However, the
pressure of the war effort saw the US Army
ask Willys and Ford to submit their models
using the same plans. Bantam could not object
as they were precariously close to bankruptcy.
With detail differences between the
manufacturers, it was decided to standardise
the specification with a contract for 16000
vehicles, which Willys won but actually could
not produce the required units in time. In
1941, Ford was contracted to build units as
well using the Willys specs and engine.
During WW2, Willys produced 363000 units
of their model, the MB (Military B) and Ford
280000 of their GPW (General Purpose
Willys). Bantam had disappeared from the
picture after their first prototypes and a
production run of 2675 vehicles.

Sandstone's Jeep is an example built by
Hotchkiss in France after WW2. At the end of
the war, the US Army presented France with
22000 Jeeps to re-equip their Army, but most
were in a sad state of repair and most were
stripped for parts. Hotchkiss began building
examples under licence using old and new
parts so that the vehicles were a combination
of Hotchkiss, Willys and Ford components!
The vehicle was known as the Hotchkiss
M201. Amazingly, this continued until 1978,
when Hotchkiss ran out of the spares. The last
vehicles were built by Hotchkiss in 1981.
Most people imagine a Jeep racing across a
battlefield or in battle conditions, but our
gallery shows some more interesting
adaptations including a strong railway theme
in military use.
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SCENES AROUND SANDSTONE
Wildlife
The plains animals of the Eastern Free State
move around freely and we are often blessed
with visits from them.
They enjoy the natural vegetation and stick to
the valleys and the wetland areas between the
crops.
Sandstone Estates is very wildlife-friendly
and they are aware of this.
These are the most self-sufficient of nature's
creatures. Our photos this month feature the
handsome Blesbok.

Visitors will come across these wonderful little ground
squirrels everywhere

Architecture
We have many old and historic buildings at
Sandstone Estates. This wonderful old wagon
shed was built in the early part of the last
Century.
Although it is somewhat dilapidated, it is due
for complete upgrade and restoration. It is
ideal for storing ox wagons, which appears to
have been its original purpose.
For over 100 years, most of the farm buildings
in the Eastern Free State were built from handcut sandstone and imported corrugated iron.
Both of these materials have stood the test of
time.

Sandstone blocks are found scattered
on many of the farms
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MEDIA LINKS
STEAM SHED PHOTO GETS PRAISE
Dennis Moore, a doyen of steam photography for many years in South
Africa, and certainly one of the people with the most experience in this field,
said the following:
I just had to write.
I refer to the following image which appeared in the Sandstone November
2018 steam report, viz Image 4 : The NGG 11 leaving the Hoekfontein shed

S T E A M R E P O RT
In case you missed it, read our latest Steam
Report here:
November 2018: https://bit.ly/2Ar6ikt
In it is the photo below, by our very own Gert
Jubileus, which impressed our reader Dennis
Moore.

This picture just made my jaw drop.
As you know, I have taken a few 'steam pictures' myself and it
really takes something very special to convey to me the
"WOW" factor.
I don't know who took the picture or whether it was taken
with expensive gear or a cell phone camera. I suspect the
latter but it doesn't matter.
What matters is that this is a first rate example of something
I've always believed in ............ good steam photography is
not about expensive cameras but is down to two things {1}
Using the light {2}.... and MOST IMPORTANTLY .... the
ability to "see the picture" where most people simply
wouldn't 'see it'
I don't know who took it (although I'd like to) but whoever it
is , is to be congratulated ........ few see the photographic
potential in scenes such as this. Well done !
Best wishes to all at Sandstone, from Dennis Moore

Photo by Rod Smith

The management and staff of Sandstone Estates would like to take this
opportunity to wish you a very contented Christmas and
a New Year filled with successful new endeavours.
From all of us at Stars’19 — that’s all for now!
Gert Jubileus
THE SANDSTONE TEAM Curator, Narrow Gauge Railway: gertj@sandstone.co.za
www.starsofsandstone.com

Preserving the best of the Past for the Future

Please click on the logo to visit the
Stars of Sandstone website

| T: +27(0)82 811 0254
Curator, Military Collection: Raymond Hohls
raymondh@sandstone.co.za | T: +27(0)82 990 5640
Curator, Agricultural Heritage: Chris Wilson
chrisw@sandstone.co.za | T: +27(0)84 556 1117
International Enquiries: Louise Norton
tourism@sandstone.co.za | T: +44(0)1747 820499
@SandstoneEstates
South African Enquiries: Leigh Sanders / Alina Halafu T: +27(0)51 933 2235
leighs@sandstone.co.za | alinah@sandstone.co.za

Event Matters & Newsletter Editor:
Dave Richardson | daver@sandstone.co.za
Newsletter Production:
Claire at Eschie Graffix
@SandstoneHerit
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